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Xavier pushes to finalize Ledgewood closing
ciaJs want Xavier to be able to expand
without moving into existing neighborhoods.
"Xavier has worked very hard in utilizing on-campus space. This will allow
University officials are moving ahead us to use existing land instead of moving
with plans to close a portion of into the community," Beaupre said.
TI1e Evanston and North Avondale
Ledgewood A venue although surrounding communities are still in oppo- communitieshowever,said the proposed
sition.
·
·
closing is an encroaclunent on their rights
A traffic flow study was conducted and on city owned property.
"I don't know of any college that has
recently by the university, and the report
was submitted to the City of Cincinnati the power to close off a city street," said
aJong with a formal request to vacate the Evanston resident Larry Brown at an
Evanston Community Council meeting
street.
last Thursday.
City officials
"All that traffic
said they do not
[on Dana] is not
have major objections but would
"Safety of students, faculty, going to create a
more residential
like some work
guests and sununer school community
as
completed on Dana
Avenue to alleviate
children is the paramount Xavier claims."
Both commusome of the traffic
issueinclosing Ledgewood." nities note Xavier
that will overflow
- Gene Beaupre, director
has options other
onto Dana when
than closing the
Ledgewood
is
of Xavier University
road.
closed.
community relations
The leaders of
The Cincinnati
North Avondale
traffic department
along with Evanston community leaders and Evanston support a bridge, a tunnel,
are afraid that if Ledgewood is closed or even a traffic light to alleviate the
thatthe &-curve near Herald A venue will safety problem.
Beaupre _said that a bridge or tunnel
be more dangerous with an increased
would be unrealistic.
·
traffic flow.
"Five thousand people cross this street
"The Xavier Administration is in support of increasing vehicular safety on everyday and most will avoid [a bridge
Dana," said Gene Beaupre, Xavier di- and tunnel] for convenience purposes.
Also the safety of a tunnel at night would
rector of community relations.
. The traffic department recommends be in question," Beaupre said.
Evanston Community leaders also say
straightening the 5-Curve on Dana and
the adding of a left turn lane on Victory that closing Ledgewood could slow reParkway for cars headed for Dana.
sponse time for the fire station on ReadUniversity officials cite two reasons ing Road. According to the city report,
for the need to close Ledgewood. The the station's response time would not be
first reason is the safety of the students a problem.
and guests.
A city council meeting is scheduled
"Safety ofstudents, faculty, guests and for this Monday at 6 p.m. to solicit the
summer school children is the paramount public's opinions regarding this topic.
issue in closing Ledgewood," Beaupre All the parties involved said they want
said.
people to come and testify. about the
The second reason is university offi- closing.

By Jay Davenport
The Xavier Newswire

courtesy of Community Relations

This artistic rendition depicts what Ledgewood could look like,
looking from Victory Parkway, if it is closed off.

Worst Barroom Pick-Up Line of the Year.
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SGA wants to keep students out of the pit
By Dan Sigward

The Xavier Newswire
Student goverrunent is tackling the
parking problems perceived by commuters.
·
Commuters and student government
leaders say Xavier has a parking problem
because there are not enough parking
spaces, and the parking spaces that are
available are inconvenient.
Commuters complain they are the
most victimized by the shortage of convenient spaces because they often end up
parking in the lower section of the North
Parking Lot, known as the pit.
·"Commuters do not have a choice. If
there are no spaces left at Cohen, all
that's left is the pit," commuter Angie
Kuhr said.
Kuhr said the pit is probably the most
inconvenient place to park on campus
because of its distance from the classroom buildings.
"From the pit, you have to walk up all
· of those steps just to get to the rest of the
parking lot," Kuhr said.
File Photo
For some commuters, spaces are even
The pit is the most dreadful place to park, some commuters say.
hard to come by in the pit.
"When I come to school, the pit is
always full. I have to drive around until parking rates for next year and car vanAccording to Zralek, one possibility is is only a possibility," Zralek said.
someone leaves," commuter Tricia Lyons dalism, especially on weeknights.
Kuhr said that one solution would be
to open up reserved parking spaces at the
said.
.
He and the other executive officers O'Connor Sports Center and the Rainbo to repave and repaint th~ lot at Cohen to
Student Government President have started working on solutions to building during specificevening hours. provide more parking spaces, although
Stephen Zralek agrees there are prob- these problems.
Zralek also mentioned plans to en- former SGA Senator Joe Booth said last
lems with Xavier's parking system.
"Chris Melle and I met with Chief hance the commuter ride-board andhe is month repainting would not be cost ef. Zralek said there are three major· Couch in Safety and Security last week," looking into a ban on freshman campus fective.
11
problems with parking at Xavier: over- Zralek said, "and we set up a meeting residents having cars on campus.
At Cohen I think they need to better
crowded lots caused by unauthorized with a consultant to give us suggestions
"A freshman ban on cars would have utilize the parking spaces they do have,"
parking, the unexplained increase in on parking."
to be phased into action, and right now it Kuhr said.
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New vice president sets up shop

"'

,j;.··

As the new Vice President
of Student Development, Dr.
Ron Slepitza is getting a real
tasteofXavierlifeinmoreways
than one.
Slepitza, who arrived at the
beginning of April, oversees a
plethora of Xavier programs
including Commuter Services
and Residence Life, Food Service, Health and Counseling,
and Career Planning and
Placement.
After arriving at the beginning of April, Slepitza has
made getting acquainted with
the university his first priority.
By.getting to know as many
students and staff as he can,
and by attending many different events on campus including last weekend's Players
Workshop, Slepitza says he has
gotten a real flavor as to how

file photo

Dr. Ron Slepitza has been
part of the Xavier family
since April 1.
the university envisions itself.
Inaddition,Slepitzais"really
experiencing student lfhe first
hand.
While he waits for his farnilytoarriveinJuly,heisliving
in an apartment in Brockman
; Hall and dines in the. cafeteria:,
1

Future fraternity/ sorority_.9fthe year award.
I
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•

So far, he claims the experience has been wonderful.
"I've really felt like part of
the Xavier family in the two
short weeks I've been here,"
Slepitza said.
Through Student Development, Slepitza is looking for
ways in which he can improve
the quality of experience here
at Xavier.
Healsofeelsthathecanhelp
create vision and motivate
people so that much can be
accomplished.
"I'm hoping that we can
come together to collaborate
and cross traditional department lines to provide better
services," he says.
Slepitza was formerly the
Assistant Vice President for
Student Development at
Creighton University in
Omaha, Neb. He takes over
for Sylvia Bessegato, who
served as acting Vice President
>~is year.
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Reggae hits Checkered flag falls CBAawards
presented
the Village

for local charity

SAC is sponsoring a
Reggaefest in the Village Ga- zebo area this Friday, April

Earth week
announced
Xavier's Earthcare Club
is announcing Earth week
starting on April 19 - April

22.
Earthcare is celebrating
this week with a variety of
actvities. Tomorrowtheclub
is having an organic challenge from 11:30-1:30 on the
mall. At 7:00 that eveni'1_~
_Earthcare is presenting
Charlene Spretnak who is
the co-founder of Green
Politics. Admission is $3.
She will be speaking to the
Cincinnati community atthe
University of Cincinnati.
Along with the many activities, Earthcare is also going to be planting trees
around campus to contribute to reforestation.

The Xavier Newswire
ThesecondannualMini-Indy
Race and Carnival was once
again a roaring success according to Andrea Gruber, Carnival
Chairperson.
The festivities took place up
at Cohen Field on Sunday, April
18.
According to Karen
Crawford,RaceCoordinator, the
carnival raised over $500 which
willbedonated to the Big Broth-.
ers and Big Sisters of Greater
Cincinnati.
At the carnival there was variety of booths for kids of all
ages, everything from Delta
Sigma Pi's Dunking Booth to
Ping Pong Fish sponsored by
the Xavier Yearbook to Muskie
Mascot Pictures by the Xavier
Cheerleaders and much, much
more exciting things to do according to Gruber.
"I'd like to thank all the c~ubs,
who had booths in the carnival.
We appreciate all of your hard
work, it helped· to make the carnival·· a ·great success," said
Gruber.·
Over on the race track, things
also were very successful, according to Crawford, the race
went very well, thanks to a lot of

Truth
revisited

Entrepreneurs
sought
The Xavier.Entrepreneurial Center (XEC), the Office of
Student· Activities, and the
Xavier chapter of ·the Association .of Collegiate Entre. preneur (ACE) are co-sponsoring a sur\rey to gather in.formation about Xavier stu.dent owned businesses.
The most successful business ventures owned by
Xavier undergraduates are to
be recogni7.ed.
,
Applications for the
awards are available through
the XEC (409SchottHall) and
the Office of Student Activities and must be submitted
by tomorrow.

TI1e Xavier Newswire

By Erin Lampe

23.
The event, which will last
from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., features the local band the
Zionites.
Admission
to
the
Reggaefestisfreeand buffalo
wings, beer, chips, pretzels,
and soft drinks will be sold.
Last September SAC
sponsored a Bluesfest in the
Village Gazebo area which
was cancelled after an hour
because of rain.
"Becausewecouldn'thave
the Bluesfest we're very excited about the Reggaefest,"
Village manager Pat Fidell
said.

By Amy Helmes

...

NEWBRUNSWICK,N.J.Police were called to break up
astudentprotestthatinvolved
30 female students who bared
their breasts during a student
government '.meeting at
RutgersUniversity'sDouglass
College. .
"There were no arrests,"
said college spokeswoman
PamOrel. "Asfarasweknow,
there will be no disciplinary
actions, either."
· Kerry Riordan, 20, a sophomore and political science major, said the demonstration was
in protest of the student
govemnient's treatment of
some· of the students that included "gaveling down" studentsinmeetingswhoattempt
to question authority.
Riordan said that the patronizingattitudeincludednot

help from Malibu Grand Prix,
who provided the cars.
·
"It went really great especially because all the drivers
showed up on time, which
helped
everything
run
smoothly," said Crawford.
"Overall, this year's MiniIndy was a wonderful success.
I'm looking forward to making
the 1994 Mini-Indy even better.
We want to get even more dubs
and wingsinvolvedsotherewill
be even more things to do," said
Gruber.
.·
allowing students to have a 24hour study center, and not supplying security and additional
lights on campus after several
rapes.
The demonstration, said.
Riordan, was modeled after a
gesture made by Sojourner
-Truth, a 19th-Century abolitionist who bared her breasts ·to
prove that she. was a woman
after being criticized for "not
behaving like a woman."
.
"It was a liberating act. They
have an idea of a stereotype:of
women," Riordan said.

Grad price

tag me~
PRINCETON,N.J.-'Tuition
increases for public and private
graduate schools ranged from 3
percent to 9 percent this year,
according to Peterson's Annual
Survey of Graduate Institutions.

·The 16th Annual College of
Business
Administration
Alumni Executive Achievement
Awards Dinner took place last
Friday night at the Hyatt Regency downtown.
Close to thirty different
awards and scholarships were
presented to outstanding
graduate and undergraduate
students in the College of Business Administration.
All faculty, staff, and seniors
from the college attended the
ceremony, as did selected jun~
iors who received awards.
In addition, two Executive
Achievement Awards were
presented tq business leaders in
the community. This year's recipients were Diane Kamionka
of Cintech Tele-Management
andDonaldSchmittofTheShurGood Biscuit Co.
The Delta Sigma Pi Teacher
of the Year was presented to Dr.
John Surdick of the Accounting
Department, who received a
standing ovation as his name
was announced.
Paul St. Pierre, who served as
chair for the Teacher of the Year
Committee explained that
Surdick best represents the
"ideal standard" for teaching in
the College of Business.
Enrollment in graduate
programs .also .is on the rise,
the survey found.
.
The average cost, which includes tuition and fees, rose
the most at public institutions.
Stateresidentspaidanaverage
of$2,445fortheacademicyear,
an 8.2 percent increase over
lastyear,andout-of-stateresidents paid an average of
$5,715, or 9.1 percent more,
than last year.
Graduate students at private institutions paid $6,996, a
3.lpercentincrease. "Consideringtheeffectsofournation's
lingering recession on .both ·
public and private sources of .
educa_tioruilfunding, these in-'·.
creases might be considered ·
qliite reasonable," said Peter. •
Hegener, president of·
Peterson's Guides.
. Enrollment in graduate
programs for the 1991-92
school year was 1.3 million~.
up 3.2 percent from 1.2 million in 1990-91. Only dentistryandagriculturalsciences
had a decline in enrollment,
the survey found.
·
collected from College Press.Seivic
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Excellence to be acknowledged Saturday
By Dan Sigward

The Xavier Newswire
Xavier will hold its first-ever
All-Honors Day Program this
Saturday.
Over300Xavierstudents will
be honored for academic, ath-

letic, and leadership excellence.
All-Honors Day combines the
awards ceremonies previously
held on seperate days with a
special mass, reception, and
dinner for those being honored.
According to Dave Coleman,
director of Student Activities,

SECURITY

all of the festivities were moved
to one day to make the ceremony
more convenient.
'Wethoughtthatasaninstitution we could honor all students
deservingrecognitionononeday
and wehopeto build a tradition at
the same time," Coleman said.

n.o~es
Sunday, April 18
At 2:45 a.m., Safety and Security received an assault report from the guest of a student, who stated he was
punched around the nose
following a verbal argument
at the Village.
At about 4:00 a.m., while
investigating a disturbance in
Brockman Hall, anon-student
was arrested and charged
with the theft of a musical
instrument from a second
floor room in Brockman.
At about the same time,
S&S received a theft report
from a first floor room in
Brockman, the same person
being suspected. The suspect
was released on $1500 bond.
compiled.by Jason Beck

Introducing the a~ of'93 Retail Financing Program.
A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are 15 Toyota models under $12,000).
B. Check out the 90-day deferred payment plan. C. Make a deal on your favorite
Toyota and then drive it home with no down payment ''I love what you do for me."
Seems easy doesn't it? It is, so get to your Toyota dealer
J<lD\ TO¥OT. A

today for the details. Then get the Toyota you've earned.

'J/..J

"

See your local Tuyota Deciler
Available only through Toyota Motor Credit Corporalion. Amount financed cannot exceed MSRP plus the cost of dealer·lnstalled options and required
•
tax and license fees. Finance charges accrue from the contract date.

Most IUepl Parking Spot. ·

·f"S~

H. i<APIAN ·

· ...TaktKaplanP,TakeYour.Olance5.
.
. .
·.
. :
•.

•.

CALL US.AT 822-2288
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Staff Editorial

<I)

Tugof·war

The
Xavier
Newswire

From theadm.inistration'sstandpoint,itmakes
perfect safety and .aesthetic sense: clo.s~g
Ledgewood will certainly allow ~or better u~
tion of campus space. Just looking at the artist s
rendition of what Ledgewood will look like makes
one wish the renovations would start today.
But you can't please everyone. The residents of
· Evanston and North Avondale are to this day still
peevedaboufXavierclosingpartofHerald.Avenue
in order to make the Mall. If Ledgewood IS closed
it will take a long time for the community to
forgive Xavier.
But why should they forgive Xavier? Compared to other college campuses, XU is fairly quiet
and self-contained. The university is growing and
we ali must experience growing pains~ .
··This should not be viewed as a power struggle
between the university and the community; unfortunatelymany peopleshare this view. Much of
the. controversy surrounds student safety and
convenience"yetwe have heard little or no student
reaction.
.
.·
ThiS is .a big issue; one that will affect current
and future students, but no one seems to care.
Someone needs to research student opinion and
voice it to the university and the surrounding
commu,nities. If you'll remember, the article on
page 2 says there is a City Council meeting regardingthisissue onMonday,April26. Hmm, we
smell a Senate project.
·
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Democracy and rage in the City of Angels
made a call. "The System" which so often
gets the buin's rush- the system saved the

B rendan
•
Cromn

~

.

.

Of cciurseweareallattracted to a riot. That
is the other way out. I don't know if I speak
fortherestofyou outthereinnewspaperland,
but sometimes I get a certain thrill from terrible news events.
The Xavier·Newswire ·
. ASacllild perchedinfrontof thetelevision
I used tofeelasU:dderirush when Mike Brady
was suddenly replaced by Dan Rather with a
womed,expression on his face and the "SpeAfter Los Angeles there is hope. The City cial Report" logo. I knew I was in for someof AngeLS, and. indeed the whole nation, thing good - disaster, presidential assassinawaited anxiously on a legal decision which tion, maybe some lunatic in a mini-mall with
would determine, in many people's minds, a machine ·gun.
the future of race relations in our society.
Call it the scorched earth
Every blow Rodney King took on the head policy of social·reform, but it has
was a dvil right lost.
attract supremacists of all kinds,
Many thought those rights were never black, white and Maoist, and itis
there. Many still think that peace between at least as old as time.
It is· the state of mind which
the races is a joke and equal rights a lie; and
they are prepared to state their case with sends a gang-banger in South
·bullets. While there is hope in Los Angeles, Central Los Angeles flying d()wn the street
there is still uncertainty and injustice at large. with a semi-automatic.
But underneath the panic, the real mes-·
It is behind the "Kill 'Em All and Let God
sage of the Rodney King trial is the funda- Sort 'Em Out" T-shirts that are so popular
mental good idea of America. Our societal · with American rednecks. It is lawlessness
engine, forged by a bunch of silly Europeans and wrong. Because among the "'Em" killed
in wigs, can change gears and adjust. will be your mother and your brother and
American democracy - provided that if is eventually you.
relentlessinit'staskoftrulyrepresentingall
The riot state of mind drew me C>ut last
·people - can save the day.
·
summer to the streets of Western Hills after·
The concept of jury trial is rooted in that the first King verdict. There were hundreds
democracy. In this case a mostly white ofpeopleoneveryblock,mostlybl~ckbutnot
ci:owd of Joe ci~ heard the c~~_8!ld entirely, and everyone just kept standing

Most Dangero~_llorm 1Jo0J11 of the Year.

around.
Nothing was happening. Nothing kept on
happening. Nothing was driving everyone a
just little mad. It was another kind of democracy, I suppose, a citizen's body that was united
in it's desire to see nothing become something,.
and in the heat of that fireball all of the frustration, injustice and pair\ would be released.
But that crowd, if given an insult, a fat racist
white cop or a gunshot would have hurt only
itself. ·Riots are a form of group· suicide, and
nobody ever wins.
I remain ·an insufferable· optimist when it
comes to all of these things. I hope in the future
we all will look like Prince's band, and maybe
we will even dress that way.
I hope my little sister's best
friend (who iS black) doesn't start
sitting at the other lunch table
when she enters junior high. But
I think we can begin seeing our
"society" as capable of doing a
man justice instead of harm.
·The grinning crowds of Los Angeles ·that
gathered wa.ving the peace sign on the day of
the verdict were probably not thinking in terms
of civic lessons, but the fact is democracy is the
. only way to p~ace.
Nobody is leaving this fragile world, but not
enough people arelookingfor solutions to the
fundamental issues that divide us.
And agam we hear the same message over
and over again, like your mother reminding
you f~r the twenty.:.thousandth time in a cloying
sing-song voice, that we need.unity now more
than ever. ·
··
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American farmers face adversity, lack of respect
.Kevin
Dockery
. The Xavier Newswire
This land fed a nation, this land made
proud

me

.

And son I'm just sorry there's no legacy
foryounow.
Rain on the scarecrow, blood on the plow.
-John Mellencamp
I am not from the Midwest s0 driving
past several farms throughout Ohio and
Indiana is quite an experience; a boring
one, but an experience nonetheless.
However, stopping and talking to the
· people who live and work on these farms
is interesting and enlightening.·
·
A couple of weeks ago I spent a weekend- visiting different farms and towns
with Fr. Urmston, S.J. and other Xavier
students. Needless to say, the Rural
Plunge experience personified the job of
the farmer that often goes unnoticed as
we routinely drive by the fields and silos.
I am the first to admit to being shel-

tered when it comes to the problems tractor but once again I had the wrong gone up about fifty cents over the past
facing modem farming and I am sure image of farming. The gentleman told us twenty years. However, with high taxes
there are several other people in this of the many opportunities in the corpo- and higher insurance, the price of getting
country who are just as misinformed. rate aspect of the agriculture business that com to the consumer has most cerThe common joke among farmers in- and that there were even a few Xavier tainly changed with the times.
volves a man who was asked how he felt graduates who worked for one of the
One major US cheese manufacturer
about chemicals and pesticides contami- major grain distributors.
pays farmers today the same amount of
nating his food and he replies "I'll just
One thing I realized from talking to money they paid farmers ten years ago
buy my food at the store."
.
these farmers is the fact that there are yet the price of cheese at the grocery store
You may laugh, but there are people many integral yet forgotten people in the has nearly doubled what it once was.
who actually think this
world that make our This type of injustice is killing the farmer.
way.
everyday lives a little
But we can't stop eating in order to
The truth is, farmeasier. There is nothing protest such unfair price gouging. The
ers in the United States
easy about farming yet responsibility of changing the current
are faced with great
all we have to do to eat is situation ultimately lies with the many
adversity that often
drive to a grocery store farmers in this country. According to the
goes unnoticed by the general popula- and pick up whatever we want. When farmers we talked to, getting all the farmtion: chemical fertilizers, diminishing asked why he chose farming as his career ers organized in order to bring about
numbers of family farms, high taxes, cor- . one farmer responded, "I feel great pride change is nearly impossible.
With such a large group of proud and
porate collusion and lack of respect, just knowingl'mfeedingtheworld." Itissad
independent people, getting them to coto name a few.
that we take their efforts for granted.
Our federal government isn't help- operatewithone another would be about
It is easy to get caught up in our everyday lives but a weekend on a farm will ing. High taxes and skyrocketing insur- as easy as me milking a cow; it's just not
make you think about.who worked 18 .ance rates, combined with the usual gov- going to happen any time soon.
It is surprising for me to come in conhours a day to grow the com or pick the ernment red tape, make it difficult for
· tact with people from "The Heartland"
apple you eat or even who harvested the one to start and maintain a farm.
But in many ways it is not the active who are just as misinformed as I <lffi
grain to make the beer you drink.
One farmer we spoke to stressed the policies of the government that hurt when it comes to farmers. These farmers
importance of young people getting in- farmers, it is the passive attitude when it are right in our backyard, but if the
volved in agriculture. At first I visual- comes to allowing corporate pricing dis- government and the general publi£don't
ized myself hanging up my Xavier di- crepancies. For example, the price big start helping and respecting them, the
ploma and climbing onto a John Deere companies pay a farmer for com has only family farmer will disappear.

Suburbia not free from problems of the inner-city.
By Scott Hale

Guest columnist
Asl watch the news here and
even more so·back home in Detroit, I see murders everyday, to
the point where it. doesn't even
phase me.
Back home basketball courts
are shut down, curfews are enforced and countless parties are
broken up early due to violence.
Most people just shake their
heads in confusion wondering
how kids can be killing other
kids over trash talking, clothing
or where they live.
Just before my third· birthday, my parents moved from
Detroit to the suburbs. I thought
they moved for me and my
sibling's safety and although that
probably had something to do
with it, I realized my parents
were not jtist running from the
city and its problems.
My parents knew by moving
out of the city limits that the
problems of the city would still
affect them. It affects us all.
Walk a hundred yards off this
campus and see how much it
affects you.
The"city" is the center of life,
what the suburbs were built
· around. Without the city the·
suburbs would be lost at sea
with no land in sight.
I do not want to stereotype or

offend anyone because I hate.it -most relaxed person paranoid.
so when I am the victim of such
I think most of the people
· ignorance. However, Xavier committingtheseactsofviolence
University is a prestigious, have a lack of value for life bepreppy white institution. There cause they do not dream. They
is no denying that. Out of over come home from school to an
6,000 students only approxi- empty house.
mately 400 are Afro-American;
·.Mom works nights and they
even fewer are of Latin Ameri- can'trememberthelasttimethey
can descent.
saw their father around the
Idorealizemanyofyou,black house. Without proper guidand white, are on scholarship or ance these kids drift slowly into
earned grants and work hard to being just another ·kid hanging
pay for your education: My out on the street. ·
poin~issofew
You drive
of you underby
time of
stand
the .
''Without the city;
night and they
thoughts or
areoutsidethe
lives of people
the suburbs would
store or out on
fromthetough
be lost at sea with
the porch and
inner-city.
all you can do
Between
no lalld in si~t."
is wave and
Detroit and
keep going.
·New York
Not that you
there were
and I are any
over 2,700 homicides in 1990; . better than them; but you don't
approximately 64 percent of want to be dragged down on a
these people slain were killed by sinking ship.
1his sinking ship is only exviolence involving guns.
Many of these people are · panding beyond the city limits
youngerthanus;notoldenough to the small working class subtodrive but old enough to take a urbsand eventually to the plush
life. These same kids live in fear suburbs.
thattoday,tomorroworthenext
Some people argue that the
day their number will be called. violence, poverty and drugs will
Theyliveinfearthattheywill never get that far. However, it
fall prey to the streets they walk has already outgrown what
to school, to the store or to a many have predicted.
friend's holise. 'Living with this
For example, the drug crack
kind of fear will make even the has been around for over a de-

any

cade, but it did not become a
nationalepideIDicuntilittumed
up in the suburbs.
While it was highly prevalent
in the black and Hispanic innercity communities, the problem
received no nationa1: exposure
or sympathy. Now we have
"Just Say No" and other drug
prevention· programs and the
reason for all of this attention is
because the wealthy and powerful, who are usually white,
started abusing crack.
It is up to us to throw water
on the fire; even ifit is a couple of
drops. Ignoring the problem
only fuels it.
I don't want to say every inner-city kid fits the descriptions
I have provided. Many of these
kids have the ability and desire
to succeed but not the resources.
If they can keep track of every NBA game and all their dope
money then don't tell me they
can't do geometry or biology.
These kids have never had the
push you and I had. to get us
where we are today.
Ihavenoregretsthatmyparents moved to the suburbs but I
· can't lie, I would rather live on
Detroit's west side where I used
to live.
There is quickly becoming
less of a difference between the
suburbs and the inner-city.
Violence, drugs and crime know
.1 no·boundaries. ·

Most Untimely Fire Alann.
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World response needed

Bosnia in dire straits
.It is frightening to think how desensitized we have become that we allow to go

Cindy
Markwell

The Xavier Newswire
I sit here in my comfortable home
with heat and food and watch the horrifying scenes on TV of mans depravity
and inhumanity to others in the former
Yugoslavia.
These innocent people are being crucified by bombs and artillery fire by the
thousands and I think of Christ's words
on the cross, "Forgive them Father, they
know not what they do."
Can I forgive? Can the innocent
people, children and theesti.mated20,000
women who have been raped forgive? I
can't even comprehend or understand
how this can be happening so how can I
forgive? Yet, we must.
I am ashamed of my everyday petty
complaints and little problems. How
silly our concerns and arguments
in the United States seem next to
all the death and destruction in
Bosnia. We have so much and
waste so much on our materialism and in satisfying our every
desire.
The Bosnians face death each
time ·they try to find wcxxf to
make a small fire in order to keep warm.
To find what little food is left they must
race through streets that are laced with
gunfire.
How can the world go about its daily
routine while this new Holocaust goes
on? How can we be so concerned with
partying and having fun while babies
and the elderly are starving and freezing
to death?

on normally. After the Nazi death camps
we said never again, yet the world is
allowing it to happen again. God ble~
Margaret Thatcher for having the courage to speak out and tell the truth.
As long as we do nothing we are
.participating and each one of us is .responsible for what is occurring; yet, no
one knows how to stop it. How do you
stopsomeonefromhatingsomeoneelse? ·
My elderly neighbor said something that
makes sense: The playing field must be
leveled.
We must immediately provide
mod.ems guns to the Bosnians, most of
whom are fighting with antique guns
from WWI and WWII We must also be
prepared to Use an air strike and destroy
the heavy artillery the Serbs are using in ·
this unequal battle.
Even the Pope has called on the world
·
to react. If the UN won't take these steps,
then the US must. No, we cannot play
the world's policemen, but we can be the
defender of the weak and hopeless if no
one else will.
I am ashamed of the world at this
moment and only quick actions will relieve us of this burden ofguilt for just standing by
and watchingthishappen. We
must turn to prayer and ask
God's help as it seems beyond
our limited abilities to end this
horror.
.
Within the next 24 hours
another town will fall to the Serbs. The
UN has SO trucks standing by in hopes of
rescuing as· many people as possible.
There are over 30,000 people there that
face more suffering and death.
. I urge all of you to voice your concerns
over this issue. I especially urge all peace ·"
and Justice organizations to take acti<>,1t • · '
Everyone must pray constantlyf~t"forgiveness and help.
· /:,:; ·
'
.~:

'· l

H.

~,·~-

·,

I ,etter to the editor

Human life,- ·not
disease, defines
.P.riorities
. IamwritingthisinresponsetoDaniel
St. Charles' horrible letter to the editor in
the April 14 Newswire. I simply cannot
imagine how you could be so clueless.
. I expect someone who has had no
experience in the medical field, or more
specifically AIDS patients, to say such
slop. But from someone who watched a
man die horribly over a long period of
tim~ that is a travesty.«

AIDS is ~onnnuing to spread in each
and every communityexceptforone. Do
. you know which one that is St. Charles?
That's right, the gay community.
The ·number of infected people is
·dropping in the gay community but rising dramatically among straight people.
Howdoesthatworkintoyour littletheriry
of a happy life on this planet?·
People dying of any long-term incurable sickness is horrid. But there are·
several treatmentsforcancer,St. Charles,
and not a one for AIDS.
·
The onlywaywecanfightthisdisease
medically is through study and experimentation. The other way to fight AIDS
is, of course, education; in which itseems
you have been lacking in large doses.
Idohopethatyoudonotfindyourself
laying on a hard hospital bed with a

. Al: Gore's tree-hugger of the year award.

teinperatureof 106, with a heartbeat over
200, and breaking. outih cold sweats. ·'·
I hope you do not find your5elf in the
same fate as the man in your letter did.
But if you do, I wonder if you would reevaluate your .conception of medical
funding;
.

-:~~atrick IJ~on .
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Photos by Holly Brooks

Keith Oerther (25) attempts to pick a ~Salle runner offftrst,ba~ (left_); ~nd Jifn. Elliott huris a pitch durlng game three of the LaSalle senes. .
.

.

.

.

XU baseball improves MCC record to 7-9
By Jason Beck
The Xavier Newswire

Starting out .the season at 2-17, the
Musketeermen'sbaseball teammayhave
had nowhere to go but up.
But with si.X conference wins in their
last eight tries, Head Coach John Morrey
finds~ team right in the middle of the
packiritlleMC.Cstandingsat7-:9,thanks
in part to a tr,ioof closewins this weekend
against LaSalle.
.
.
While the offense has answered the
call when needed, the key word· in this
amazing turnaround. is. pitching, as all
four s~g pitchers went at least seven
innings, threegoingthedistanceincomplete game victories.
Big right-hander Brian Hindersman
led the charge in the first game of
Saturday's doubleheader, notonly going the distance but shutting out the
Explorers through all seven innings. A
two-run homer by sophomore third
baseman Jeff Hokomb and a .basesloaded walk accounted for the Muskies'
runs in a 3-0 victory.
,.
The Muskies scored early in the second game as well, and stayed on top
through eight innings with the pitching
of senior T.R. O'Brien, who struck out
three Explo~ while beComing the all-

time career sbikeout leader in Xavier his:- Muskies were,,up. S-i, Elliott settled three runs, limited them to three extratory (159 career K's). RBI singles in the first down despite two runs coming un- base hits and five hits overall. RBI
and second inning byHolcomb and short- earned, retiring the final out. with two singles by sophomore Jim Danneman
..
and senior Rick Schreiner, another
stopMarkClary,respectively, putXon top, men on base.
and they widened the lead in the fifth with
~lliottcontributeshisshifttostarting double steal scoring Danneman in the
a two-run homer by hot-hi~gsophomore pit~g ,to a mixed bag of success and fourth and a two-run homer from West
Jay Hamley and a sacrifice fly by fre5hman •· · hardsNp this season.
·.
..
in the sixth was all that was needed in a
Sean West to up the score to 5-0. .
·
''In college baseball, the pitchers who . 6-3 win. West ciiso added a double and
O'Brien held LaSalle to four runs through have had the mostrecentsuc~essare the single on the game.
eight innings, but three runs in the,~~;··f·OJ!~~,1:.~,hq.yo,u. w~t ~µt there. Itjµ,st: .: , With an overall record of 9-25, coach
spoiledhischanceatawin. 'J.heMusketeeI'S .: .nappened that I've ~en.winning big· Morrey still realizes more work is
, tied it in the bottom of ninth with two sac games, sO coaeh felt he should start me~ needed, but the team is following his
flies and a little bit of strategy-with ·' . The big thing about relievfug is that goal of constant improvement. "The
sophomoreBrianSimmonscaughtinarun- youhavetobereadyfromtheget-goin biggestthingthatl'mpleasedwith,"he
downbetweenfirstandsecond, West broke an inherited situation, I didn'thave that said/'is that we've hung through some
from third and slid into home plate under . for awhile,• b,~t· with s0nie work with awfully hard times and thi:ltwe'replaythe tag to tie the game. Unfortunately, three, .[AssistantCoach] Dave Howici, I was a ing }tard; ,Our defense is more steady,
runsbytheExplorersinthetenthsealed the . lot more effective~~'. ;: . . : . . .
. andwe'rege~gg<?O<f pitching. While ..
· 11-8 LaSalle win.
·. Since his move tO the cleanup slot in · there was only one way to go, we've ··
ForSunday'sdoubleheader,Morreysent thelineup;Holcombhasprovenahuge improved, and that was what we .
out a successful Toledo connection of . run driver, with,tWo home. runs this wanted to do." •. . , .. •· ·.
·
starting pitchers: junior.Jim Elliott .and. weekendruone:AccordirigtoHolcomb,
A£terasingle.gametodayatAkron, ·
freshman.Jim Bumor. Elliott, a converted.' !'Jt'shelpedmea:lot,justbecauseidon't the,_team .travels :to Pit!Sburgh this.
relieverfromearlythisyearwhosepitching worry.about getting hits as much as weekend for a bi~f four-game series
experience dates back only to last season, driving runs. When you have some- . against a struggling Duquesne team,
took advantage of early runs and used his one like· ijunior first baseman] Keith with a shot at entering the upper half of
fastball and curve to· hurl his way to a Oerther ahead of you, you'll have a lot the conference standings. Despite such
complete game 5-4 win.
of shots to do that. Plus,. the last. two recent success, Morrey wants his playWith the game tied 1-1 in the second, weeks I've made some chai:iges in my ers to focus on their goal.
Morrey executed another double-steal to mechanics to give ,me more power."
"Our goal is to try to focus on imscore Brian Simmons and take a 2-1 lead. ·
Burnor was equally effective in provement. We have to try to continue
AfterasoloshotbyHolcombandatwo-RBI Sunday'ssecondandfirialgameofth!'! tomoveuptheladderintheMCC,"he
sirlgle to center by Chuck Rudolph the series and held the. Explorers to only.. · said;
. .. , , . · ·,

m

Worst Brockman Shower Experience Award.
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Muskie assis~nt ready
for new challenge
By Emmett Prosser
The Xavier Newswire

Skip Prosser sat at his desk
wearing a Cincinnati Reds cap,
an NCAA sweatshirt and Penn
State shorts-not a speck of
Xavieronhimashetalkedabout
hisri.ew job with a certain eager-

place where .some of the b~t
high school talent in the nation
is only a subway token away.
"I really like the city," said
Prosser. "I like the league we're
in. There are a lot of small
Catholic schools, it's a lot like
theMCC."
..
The Greyhounds are in the
Metro Atlantic. The league was
ruled by LaSalle until they decided to join XU's conference.
Manhattan is the current power.
Loyola hasn't exactly been
setting the league on fire. The
Greyhounds were 2-25 last season..The program has suffered
recently due to changes the
athletic administration, but'
Prosser says the staff is behind
him.
"They're committed to the
program," he said. "Our first
goal is to get some stability."
When introduced at the basketball awards dinner last week,
Prosser addressed fellow players, coaches and members of the
Musketeer dub. His voice became tight at times. It was an

Jenny Lopez (middle). and Lisa Ennis have made Coach/im Brockhoff. (left)
Obviously smiling about his
·
very happy aver the past four seasons.
.
new position ashead basketball
coach at Loyola College in Baltimore,Prosserwasalsounhappy
to leave the place where he had
taught roundball lessons for
mination. and sheer will on the an impact right away . I hoped
By Kipp Hanley
eight years.
to improve the team imcourt.
The Xavier Newswire
'1'm excited," said Prosser.
"I never give up on a point," mensely;''
'1t's great to become a head
However, the proverbial
· said Lopez, a skilled net player.
coach, especially ata place where
It'sSp~gagain,andformost
Seniors Cackie Fenwick.and buck 'does not stop with the sethe staff is supportive."
college seniors that means time Kathy Jahnke were also impres- niors.. . Juniors Duffy . and
Even though he's }:lappy
. to move out' into the real world. sive in their stints·· at Xavier, Creighton and five fantastic.
about being the big cheese at
This May, the women's ten- making it to the MCC touma- freshmanhelptheMuskiesform
Loyola, Prosser won't forget the
nis team says good-bye to mentfinalstwiceasthenumber a great combination. ·
·
progression of the Musketeer
Xavier's version of the Fab Five.· · two doubles team.
These future stars are led by
program and ·the friends he
SeniorsLisaEnnis,JennyLopez,
Last but not least is Kelly high school state doubles chammade along with it.
Cackie · Fenwick, · ~elly Schwenkmeyer, who made itto pions Melissa Bemen and
'We went through a lot of
Schwenkmeyer, and Kathy . the MCC tournament finals ..
MaureenBoylealongwithHeidi
changes in the past eight years,"
Jahrike helped XU women's
·..,,A da5s. comes in like this Pacella and Jen Becker who have
said Prosser. "The first time we emotionalevening~ortheXavie~ tennis toitSbestfouryearrecord oniy every s0often," said Coach acombined record of 44-13.
.>
. .. .
won in the NCAA's, it was like fainily.: ,
in the:history of the.~ool.·;·.: " ·. Jirll Broeklloff.
. · "Th~ potential iS; then!'."It's :,-,
Mardi Gras. A few years later
.Their reeord of 54-33 was
These. women were no just a matter of time and hard
·"I picked this place because it
we beatNebraskaandlexpected reminds me of Xavier," said highlighted by record-breaking strangers to• success, though. work," said Brockhoff about the
the same type ofcelebration, but Prosser.
performances by Ehnis and Coming into the XU program, . young, optimistic crew return- ·
the players asked me who we
"I've made a lot of friends the Lopez.
.
Lopez and Fenwick were state ing next season. . · ·
played next."
Ennis, a Cincinnati high doubleschampionsinKentucky
past eight years. I'll miss this
Ennis, who won the
PeteGillenhiredProssereight place," he said.
school product, holds the while Jahnke was part of the O'Connor Award for the best
years ago, a coach out of WheelXavier singles record with an Connecticutstatedoublesteam. female student athlete, will play
ing Catholic high school who
. Thisconfidentgroupnotonly in as many tournaments as she incredible 78-30 mark.
wanted a chance at the big time.
·Lopez, a native of Louisville, brought state titles to Xavier but can while pursuing a career in
Now he's going to Baltimore, a
·Ky. teamed up with Ennis to a winning attitude, as well;
sports marketing.
make the most" formidable
. "I came in to do well in the
Lopez hopes to use her playdoubles team in Musketeer his- ·conference and to play anyposi- ing experience someday as a
tory, }Y!Jlni9g 8! m_~tches in just tion in order for us to win," said highschoolcoach. She summed
fourisMsons·; ·., · :- : "
·
her love for the game: "It's in.
&i:h LlSa aiiCi Jehny contrib- ~pez expressed the same your blood. . Once you start
· ute
their ~ticcess to their deter. sentiments, "I wanted to make playing, you can't stop."
~·- ~ .. _: ·~· } :·
.
ness~

Ennis, Lopez at head . of the class

,

SKY
ROCK
COLLE···

·c:osrs?:

..

ROOMMATE CONNEC'l'ION
"'PERSONALIZED SERVICE
"'STUDENT/ SENIOR DISCOUNTS
"'CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
"'FLAT FEE OF $25

Fol' your
ROOMMATE

SEARCH

***•

"'COMPLETE CONFIDENTIALITY
"'WE SPECIALIZE IN ASSISTING IN MANY
DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES

Most likely to lose a scholarship.
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Free agency makes NFL draft a must win game
.

Emmett.
Pro~r

.

lostatleastoneimportantimpact
player.
But before you go out _and
buy Jerry Jones' Drug Store List
or Mel Kuiper's Draft Board or
any other draft publication rememberthattheteams that draft

the best are the ones who are
able to react to surprise moves
by other teams.
Look for at·least four Notre
Dame players to be drafted in
the first round, maybe even five.
Marvin Jones is the best ath-

lete in the draft, but the Florida
State linebacker will go third
behind Drew Bledsoe and Rick
Mirer-NFLGeneralManagers
have an obsession with young
quarterbacks.
This draft is deep.

Quality talent will last until
about round five. But the presence of free agency makes team
selections special, because teams
won't be able to afford giving
big signing bonuses who tum
out to be stiffs.

The Xavier Newswire
.Money talks and NFL players are taking the free agency
walk.·
The system that is slowly killingbaseballhashittheNFL with
the impact of Hurricane Andrew. Some teams are improving, while others are being destroyed, position by position.
This all started early last season whenKeithJackson was declared a free agent by a judge
and he signed for serious cash
withMiami. Little did thePhiladelphia Eagles know that the
worst was yet to come.
The Eagles franchise player,
Reggie White, signed the .free
agent jackpot of the season. He
left the city of brotherly love for
Titletown USA-Green Bay,
Wis. WhitesaidhepickedGreen
Bay because God chose him to
be a Pilcker._ :The four year $17.2·
· ·million.contract didn't hurt either.
The players' ability to sign
· with .the highest bidder makes
this year's upcoming draft all
the more interesting. Teams who
have lost talent due to the musical dollars now have another
position they are thin at.
Look for offensive lineman
to be snatched early because the
guys who protect the quarterback have benefited the most
from the NFL owners shopping
spree. Nine offensive lineman
signed new deals within the first
three weeks of free agency.
Other guys who have
switched uniforms: Boomer
Esiason went from Cincinnati to
the Jets. Mark Carrier and Vinny
Testaverde left sunny Tampa
Bay for Cleveland. Both moves
leave me scratching my head.
When was the last time the
Browns tried to make the game
exciting by throwing a pass?
Former Redskin Gary Clark
is now in PhC>enix as is All- Pro
Chuck Cecil, who played last .
year with the Packers.
Hardy Nickerson left the
linebackers at Pittsburgh to catch
some rays in Florida with the
rest of the Buccaneers. Ronnie
Lott takes his services to New
York.
It looks like next week's draft ·
will be important for many
teams. Almost every team has

Dry Ridge Village Outlet Center,I-75, Exit 159, (606) 824-4700.
Mon.-Sat. 10:-9, Sun. 12-6. Discontinued/t;1lmost perfect sports and fitness stuffi

D'Artagnan l~~-a;.like contest..
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
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Firehose
Circle K donates Saturdays and compassion ·latest lllore
diverse·

Xavier students tutoring Over the Rhine school kids

.

'

..

·~

,,

By Pamela Leahigh
The Xavier Newswire

By Rob Gibbons
At nine a.m. every other Saturday, they wake up to help
those less fortunate. A group of
Circle K club members give up
their precious Saturday morning sleep time to tutor children
atthe Rothenberg school in Over
the Rhine.
They were first introduced to
the idea by Student Ministry and
the Dorothy Day house. They
went down a few times first semester and then, just before
Christmas, they decided that this
should be a constant activity in
CircleK.
The time commitment may
seem tedious. They work from
nine a.m. · to noon every other
Saturdaywithaveryshortbreak.
The personal reward greatly
outweighs the time spent. The
children learn that people out
therecareand thestudentsleam
that there are those who are less
fortunate.
The morning consists of
helpingchildrenagessixthgrade
and under in math and reading
comprehension. The reading is
greatly emphasized due to the
fact that it prepares them for the
many standardized tests that
they will have to take such as the
SAT's.
Jean Toomey, a teacher at the
Rothenberg school, began the
program as a way to help chil-

The Xavier Newswire

Students at Rothenberg school in Over the Rhine benefit from the efforts of Circle K.
dren in Over the Rhine. She
knows all the kids. who· attend
the school and is familiar with
their backgrounds, including
many .of their. heartbreaking
stories of broken homes and
neglect. Slie remembers which
kids were there and which ones
weren't. If a child hasn't shown .
up for awhile she tries to find
.out if something is wrong..
The main reasons she began
this program was to get the kids
off the street and to show them'

tha~ people care~

"Sometimes you meet certain
people that have this greatness
about them," says · Jay
Kalagayan, a volunteer from
Circle K; about Ms. Toomey.
"She's the thing that holds this
program together."
Theschoolisdividedintotwo
parts:· Upstairs are the kids
whose. parents send them and
some actually want to be there.
Downstairsarethekidswhoare
forced to go for various reasons.

The number of kids and volun.:
teers can fluctuate from week to
week,·. varying from five to fif-.
teen kids and three to seven
helpers. The club members try.
to go every other Saturday, but
with vacatioris and conflicting
schedules it is very difficult. For
this reason, Circle K is always
looking for people to go down
with them to help out.
If you are interested in volunteering or for more information
call Jay Kalagayan at 745-3851.

Gallery Hours:
· Monday through Friday
1-Sp.m.
Sunday
1-4p.m.
Additional information 745-3811

............... ······--~~~l (Ob,wealready·won.~~~)~-·-··

Disciples of the.Junk and
punk fueled Minutemen, Ed
· Crawford, Mike Watt and
George Hurley of Firehose continue to chip away at the
. funnybone ·while masterfully
displaying their distinctive and
creative spectrum of their musiCal talent.
Their latest, "Mr. Machinery
Operator;'' is a bit more diverse
than previous albums, introducing a "mispattering" of mild
distortion to the traditional wide·
array of percussion, funky bass,
and spontaneous breaks in.
rhythm for a usually nonsensical spoken sentence. ·. · ·
"Mr. Machinery.: <?Perator"
s0undS aS\ if it could· be< a jam
session between 'Ihe Meat Puir
pets, SonicYouthandDinosaur
Jr.
.

·

:\I llSI (' RE\' IE\\'

Let it be noted that J. Mascis
of DinosaurJr. is the producer of
this album. He also plays guitar
bass and does backing vocals on·
a number of songs. Mascis'
influence is obvious in "Witness," as he disrupts the steady
rhythm by sorrowfully wailing
each chorus.line.
"Number Seven" and "More
Famous
Quote's"
are
instrumentals that are reflective
oftheMinutemendays. "Rocket
Side/Fuel Tank" could easily
have been sung by Sonic Youth.
•"Hell Hole" with guest singer
Feda Rentie, is the most melodious song on· the album. It
condemns politicians for hiding
behind their lies for a better nation aschildren are starving and
as adults arE! losing hope and
pride in their country.
Firehose's shocker of the album contains a scratchy and
violent guitar ensemble along
with intense recorded screams
of war captured on April 29,
1997 during the L.A. riots. Thus
the song is entitled "4.29.92"
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Blues Traveler is Chan Kinch/a on guitar, BobbtJ Sheehan on bass, John Popper on lead vocals
and harmonica, and Brendan l:lill on dmms.

Thumbs up for Blues Traveler
By Emmett Prosser

The Xavier Newswire
BluesTraveler'slatestrelease

Save His Soul is music to the ears

Universal Pictures and Diversions
. will be offering compli!llentary··
movie passes to a screening of
"DRAGON: The Bruce Lee Story"
An advanced screening will be on Wed;~ April
· 28 at Loews Kenwood Towne Center at 7:30
p.m. Tickets and posters 'will be given away
the day of the screening at 6 p.m. in front of
The University Center.
·

for those compact disc lovers in
search of a change of pace.
Their mixt:ure ·of funky rock
.and melodicballads gave Blues
Traveler a unique fingerprint on
the music industry which sticks
to this Soul.
·
John Popper's hot harmonics
pierce "Believe me," ·a great example of Blues Traveler's ability
to change the tempo of any tune
during the middle of the track.
Popper's vocals are smooth and
full of soul. Though he has a
limited range, he uses it well,
and his voice )s. occasior.ially
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reminiscent of Cat Stevens.
Popper can shift his vocal
chords to a tougher level. "Love
and Greed" and "N.Y. Prophesy'( reduce Popper's lyrics to a
soulful growl backed by a
pounding rhythm section, slick
guitarlicksandaharmonicathat
could turn up the·temperature

monic riff from Popper.
The highlight 'of the tune is a
one minute jam featuring David
Letterman's favorite musician
Paul Shaffer on Hammond organ, Popper's wailing harmonica, and tight drum work
by Brendan Hill.
There's a little bit of everything on this album. Blues Traveler fans will be cranking up the
volume on their systems, annoying their neighbors and
rumbling their walls, but anyone who enjoys fine musical
talent should pick this up and
stick in their player.
For an opportunity to witness Blues Traveler in action,
stop by their show tomorrow
night at Schmidt Fieldhouse.

!VllJSIC REVIE\V
in any meat packing plant.
But, the best work on the albumisdefinitely"Conquer Me,"
which features a Lenny Kravitzlike arrangement of guitar
chords· from lead strummer
Chan I<inchila and a cooler har-
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-A'ITENTION XAVIER STUDENTS

WE ARE LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCED TELEMARKETERS
TO EXPAND OUR CONSUMER TELEMARKETING STAFF.
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Vl\.LID ·FRIDAY, APR. 23RD

·AND APR. 25TH

.. ·(AFIER 8 PM)
UNNERSITY PLAZA, CLIFTON

WE_DO A VARIETY OF DIF'F'ERENTTYPES OF PROJECTS
INCLUDING APPOINTMENT SETrING,.:WARM AND COLD
SALES CALLS. WE ,OFFER FLEXIBLE HOURS,$7.00/HOUR
BASE PAY AND A BENEFITS PACKAGE.
WE NEED
·.
EXPERIENC~D,JIARDWORKING PEOPLE WITH
EXCELLENT SPEAKING SKilJS, THAT ARE lllGHLY
MCYI'IVATED WORKING IN AlllGHLYCOMPETITIVE
ATMOSPHERE; MUST HAVE RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION.
'
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CALL JENNIFER AT 984-9734 FORAN INITIAL INTERVIEW
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April
• The Music Department sponsors a student recital at 7:30 p.m. in the
Cash Room of Logan Hall.
• Albert Collins and The Ice Breakers will perform at Bogart's with
Johnny Clyde Copeland at 7 p.m.
• The Appalachian Volunteers will host a veg-out at the Dorothy Day
House at 5:30 p.m. In addition, senior awards will be distributed.
• A matinee of The Playhouse in the Park's Separation will be performedat 1 p.m. today. Call the Playhouse Box Office for more information,
421-3888.
• The Romero Ir\temational Center will sponsor a coffee hour from
3:30 - 4:30 p.m. Today they will make tye-dye shirts.

21

• Today is Earthday, on the mall. From 11:30 - 1:30 p.m~, take the
Organic Challenge and sign-up for raffles! Rainsite will be outside the .
Grill.
·
··
• Earthday continues with a lecture at 7 p.m. on the campus of U.C. ·
Charlene Spretnak, author and co-founder of the Green politics movement in the U.S. For more information, call 281-6892.
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• At 3 p.m., Amnesty International will meet.
• The Music Department will sponsor a student recital at 7 p.m. in
the Cash Room of Logan Hall.
• Phantom Productions presents Phantom Kat Bogart's. For more
.information, contact the Bogart's concert hotline at 281-8400.
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• 1he Search for Extra-Terrestrial Life will open at The Cincinnati
Planetarium. For more information about this show call 345-8505.
• The Student Leadership Awards will be presented at 3:30 p.m. in
the University Center.
• Ultra Vivid Scene will play at Bogart's with Eleventh Dream Day,
at7:30p.m. ·

25
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• Obituary will perform with Fear Factory at Bogart's at 7 p.m.
• The Dorothy Day House will offer a program with guest speaker
Qeborah Mays, Coordinator of Cincinnati Bread for the World. The
focus of the lecture will be aid for hungry children.

27

• Circle K will meet in the Regis Room at 4:30 p.m.
" The Judybats will perform with Riverside at Bogart's. Call 281-8400
for more information.

MAGAZINE

~0. fnfertainmenf ice-Ts Farevve11 Tribute to warner Bros.
Warner Bros. Recored recently announced that it was releasing the antiauthoriraria1.1 ·
misogynist rapper Ice-T from his contract, citing "creative differences." Huh? \'(/hat
creative differences?
THE PUBLIC ENEMY (Warner Bros., 1931)
Gangster blows away this cop. Punches
this one bitch in the face and smacks this
other bitch with a grapefruit.
THE ·ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD
(1938) Outlaws cut this sheriff and gee
his bitch.
·
THE MALTESE FALCON (1941) ~ops think
this guy offed this other guy, because he
was doing the guy's bitch.
STRANGERS ON A TRAIN (1951) This guy
hates his wife. He meets another guy on a
train, and chat guy strangles the bitch.
EAST OF EDEN (1955) This guy's mom
c.an't help being a whore.
ROBIN AND THE SEVEN HOODS (1964).
Gangsters gee all the birches they wane.
Cops can't couch chem.
THE WILD BUNCH (1969) This gang of
outlaws all gee blown away while being
- chased by cops. One almost makes it, but
he gees offed by a whore.
.
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (1971) Outlaw
rapes chis birch. Then he rapes this other
birch. Cops corcure him and cry co drown
him, bur they can't break hi.in.

• Separation closes at The Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park with a
matinee at 2 p.m.
• Senior Mass will be at 10 p.m. at Bellarmine Chapel.

DIRTY HARRY (1971) Racist psycho pulls
chis birch's teeth our and buries her a.live.
Psyc~o cop dusts him.
McCABE AND MRS. MILLER (1971) Pimp
wanes his own· whorehouse. Guys try co
blow him away, but he blows 'chem away
while_ they b_lo\". J1~n2.:.~~.a.r,.)The head
whore is coo strung out co even care.
MAGNUM FORCE (1973) Piinp pours
Drano down chis whore's throat. Traffic
cops form a death squad. They gee blown
away.
OUTLAND (1981) In outer space, chis guy
is gonna cue chis whore uncil he gees
offed by corrupt cops.
SHARKY's MACHINE (1981) This whore
gees offed. Cops protect chis other ·really
expensive whore. They all gee blown away.
BLADE RUNNE.R (1982) In the future, chis
racist police chief makes chis guy blow
away these two robot whores.
REVERSAL OP. FORTUNE (1990) This guy
tried to off chis bitch. Bue he's rich and has
a Jewish lawyer, so he gees away with it.
UNFORGIVEN (1992) A guy cues a whore.
So chis outlaw blows away a racist cop,

Dave Kovic has a regular job running a small temporary employment
agency in Baltimore. He's not rich, but he gets by; his needs are
modest, and he finds pleasure in providing work for the anxious
unemployed who show up at his door.
However,.Dl!ve does have one unusual quality: he looks exactly like
William Harrison Mitchell, the 44th President of the United States.
When President Mi.tchell is suddenly struck ill, Dave~ at the ·
insistance of the Chief of Staff, finds himself masquerading as
America's Chief Executive.
·
·'

Warner Bros. and Diversions will be offering
complimentary tickets to an advanced screening of
DA.VE,·
starring Kevin Klein and Sigourney Weaver.
Tickets will be given away at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday,
April 28 in front of the University. Center.
The screening will be that evening at 7:30 p.m.
at The Esquire Theatre in Clifton.

QUESTION:
.

'

WHERE'S THE BEST PLACE· TO LIVE OFF
CAMPUS WITH A HEATED-POOL, PARTIES,
OFF-STREETPARKINGANDGREATPEOPLE?

'

ANSWER:

Call for more information 559-1477
688 Riddle Road - jilst afew minutes walk
from the university!

Stµdio, one and two bedroom apts.
available.
·
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THE Crossword
ACROSS

by H. Kermit Jackson

3

1 Publlc 1quere
6 Wool mea1urea "
Alcohol bumer
17
Severity
Mine ah1tt
~....+~~.....,-+-20
Follow clo11ly
Rellgloua
town
18 Explodlng star
19 Exhort
20 Cl1n emblem
21 Overblown
23 Chemic•!
ending
24 Consumed
26 Sgt.
27 Roy1I he1dwHr
29 Grid group
34 Outliw
38 Broadw1y
1ma1h
13
39 Scorla
40 Mlracle
66
42 Bad M1rch
69
days
43 Manlte1t
©1993 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
45 Omament
All Rights Reserved
47 Pa1tand
future
48 Actor Alan
2 Coata Rican
30. Pl1gue1
58 Kingly tltle
Knuckle 1trlk1
port
31 "Venl,-,
· 57 Hunted
52 -Grande
3 Merble
vlcl"
entmals
53 Rugged peak
32 Summers: Fr.
4 "Twlllght - "
58 Solitary
58 Br. brllllance
33 Poet Ogden
5 Old Semitic
81 Pontiff'•
58 Concludes
34 Storyline
. tongue
83 Pre11
80 Military
35 Great review
8 Orange coualn
84 Sp.lady
group
38 Baking chamber 82 Winged 7 Scent
85 Tex. ml11lon
37 Cau11 to blu1h
8 Couch
88 T11rapart
41 Tlblt1n giant
1 Poature
87 Site of ancient
44 Small gull
10 FancycaH
Olympic gamn
48 Spotted cat
11 Pol1ource
88 Da1hed
41 Dlprell
.
.
.
12 Dre1H11tone
a ln1pect1
13 Nautlcalword. 5~ Author Em11t . - see page 4- .
70 En1nares
22 ·Give aparlngly
53 Quickly
71 Lady'1 g1rb
54 F.ncy fabrle1 for crossword
25 O'Hara home
27 Rom1110¥1
55 Trudge•
DOWN
answers
21 Nuclur device
1 Babble

10
14
15
16
17

so

off the mark
,

by Mark Parisi

ANDY PETH .

STICKMAN
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Once upon a time. there Uved

·

an adorable Uttle white mouse
named SqueakJ. One day be was
scurrying about happdy; His Uoy
pink nose wiggled as he sniffed
the aft in sean:h of food. When
suddenly, he happened upon a
tasty morsel ofcheese. :
Squeaky's favorite! The t.reat was
attached to a large and deadly
mouse trap. Uh oh! Squeaky
eagerly snat.ched the cheese
aod ... Oh happy day! The t.rap
didn't go om Squeaky got away!
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'J:F "J: lrJ~~NT SO S1Tfi~ ASOllT
~E1/lb Sino; MCJC'r'

A~c.11.Y NIP ~~p

A""11" ocw&

oF FaJ.WGi 5'14~P,

/11\Yiti 1:: lou~C> ~ H~l'P'r' l\SollT
~l/J6 ~pfr' OR AT /.Eltrf" ~oMElllHAT

'".

COllT£NU" .'\l!illUTSEW65'1WltitT~Ti.lill it."

&tltu- (flUIJ,.m~&oriaf.83 '/l)i/J~
"'nmmy and His Tapeworm"
"Friendlese Doug and HJa SIJmy Pet Slug"
"Betsy The Cow Meets The Sba;D l{ammer"

Marge Schott insemitivity award.
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·is now accepting applications
for the following 1993-1994 staff:
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Call 745-3607

u.J
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•Advertising Manager
•Advertising Reps
•Business Manager
•Distribution Manager
·•Extensions Editor
··Writers (every section)
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All positions are paid. Applicants should contact Bryan Powell,
Editor-in-Chief, or Joel Handorf, General Manager, at 745-3607. The deadline
for application is April 28, 1993 by 5p.m.
·
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EMI)L()YMENT
()J'f)(}RTUNITIES

FC)R RENT

CARPET CLEANING
Full or Part-time
. $200-$400 /Wk.
We are currently accepting applications
for summer help. Part-time pays $200/
wkguaranteed.Full-timepays$400/wk
guaranteed. U are interested in earning.
good· money arid gaining good job experience, contact Mr. Philipsat~2.
)f)S/SERVICI~S
M-F from 9a.m.-6p.m.
WORK FESTIVALS
.
Earn
$6.00
per hour working weekends
.TYPING
at
Cincinnati
area festivals. For a fun and
$2 a page. I<aren 874-1319
· rewarding summer, Call 761-9911
CRUISE SHIPs NOW HIRING .
Eam$2000+/ mo~th +world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) HoliSTUDENTS· NEED MONEY FOR
day, SWnmer and Career employment
COLLEGE? .
Private
scholarship
sources available. available. No experience necessary. For .
,. ' . "'. •
" ·• ;
. • . , 't , ·.:" '
Money-bade gwiraritee. Oill 321-8318: · employm.ent program call 206-634-0468
HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS
Attractive, free laundry, on Ivanhoe
across from Norwood :i,:>laza behind
Dominos, 4-5 students, summer and
school terms available, 321-3006.

$200-$500 WEEKLY
ASsemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed. FREEinformation-24Hour Hotline.
801-379-2900. Copyright# OH050850 .
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COLD
MEDICINE•.

MISC.

( ;c )(

t

BROUGHTm·
. YOU:'BY
TWO·BEERS·
AID SOME

CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED

89MERCEDES.........................;..........$200
86VW......................................................$.50
87MERCEDES....................................$100
65_MUSfANG .......................................$50

Choose from thousands starting at
$50. FREE lnformation-24 ·Hour
Hotline. · 801-379-2929. Copyright
#OH050810

Foture nu~~ien~(sponsoredby BASF).

.

Alcohol and medicine can affect your
balance, coordination, and vision.
After drinking or taking medication,
don't ride. That's the best 5 t 7
. .
prescription for your: safety: ·
-~llfm.-n.
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